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Despite the fact that the test phase is described in the literature as one of the most relevant for quality
assurance in software projects, this test phase is not usually developed, among others, with enough
resources, time or suitable techniques.
To offer solutions which supply the test phase, with appropriate tools for the automation of tests
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generation, or even, for their self-execution, could become a suitable way to improve this phase and
reduce the cost constraints in real projects.
This paper focuses on answering a concrete research question: is it possible to generate test cases from
functional requirements described in an informal way? For this aim, it presents an overview of a set of
relevant approaches that works in this ﬁeld and offers a set of comparative analysis to determine which
the state of the art is.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1. Introduction
Nowadays, there is an important research community focus-ing
n the necessity of an efﬁcient test phase in software project and
here are interesting discussions and research works deal-ing with
he way of getting this efﬁciency. The test phase is one of the most
elevant to both assure the quality of a system and measure the
orrespondence of the system with the users’ expectations.
The objective of software testing is the evaluation of a system or
omponent through its execution, starting from given initial con-
itions and observing the results (IEEE, 2008). The establishment
f such initial conditions consumes much of the effort spent in the
evelopment of test cases and testing techniques.
However, despite software community supports the importance
f the test phase, it is not always scheduled, executed or faced up
ith enough resources in real projects. This fact has to do with some
spects such as delays in the development process that commonly
enerate resources scraps or lack of initial structure of the test in
roject planning.
In the wide range of tests that can be analyzed, this paper 
ocuses on functional test cases. One of the most important aspects 
o consider in tests is both the degree of coverage of the initial 
equire-ments deﬁned at the beginning of the project and its 
alidation with ﬁnal users. Thus, the term early testing (Gutiérrez 
t al., 2006) is used to deﬁne a line in test research oriented to 
nhance the systematicimplementation of test cases based on system requirements or 
business models.
Information systems are designed to fulﬁll a set of requirements. 
These requirements describe, among other aspects, the function-
ality of the system. The set of requirements that describes the 
functional necessities of the system is named in this paper Func-
tional Requirements. Probably, these functional requirements are 
based on system objectives or are in need of future users of the 
system.
For these reasons, a critical task is to assure the right implemen-
tation of the expected functionality in the ﬁnal software. One of the 
main tools to achieve this goal is system testing, which is a mecha-
nism to verify that the system performs the behavior expressed in 
its requirements. Thus, test cases must exercise the system under 
the scope of the requirements. This task makes the requirements, 
not only a right tool to validate the execution of test cases, but also 
a source of test cases. Functional Test Cases is the name given in this 
paper to the set of system tests cases that enables the validation 
of functional requirements, independently how they are obtained. 
When mentioning test cases 2 from functional requirements, we are 
referring to the set of functional test cases that is obtained in a 
systematic way from the functional requirement deﬁnition.
Therefore, some interesting questions to investigate are 
whether it would be possible to obtain the total functional test 
cases from functional requirements and how easy and automatic 
this process would be.
This systematic generation can be a suitable way to facilitate 
the execution of the test phase for it offers systematical processes 
that enable the test generation and test deﬁnition in a formal, eco-
nomic and efﬁcient way. Besides, it guarantees the traceability of 
the ﬁnal system with the initial requirements. Thus, this paper
Table 1
Detailed name of the studied approaches.
Year Title Reference
1988 Category-Partition Method Ostrand and Balcer (1988)
1997 Software Requirements and Acceptance Testing Hsia (1994, 1997)
1999 Testing Object-Oriented Systems Binder (1999)
1999 Test Cases Generation from UML State Diagrams Kim et al. (1999)
2000 Automated Test Case Generation from Dynamic Models Fröhlich and Link (1999, 2000)
2000 Writing Effective Use Cases Cockburn (2000)
2002 Testing From Use Cases Using Path Analysis Technique Naresh (2002)
2002 Generating Test Cases from Use Cases Heumann (2002)
2002 A UML-Based Approach to System Testing (TOTEM) Labiche and Briand (2002)
2002 Use Cased Derived Test Cases Wood and Reis (2002)
2002 Quality Web Systems Dustin (2002)
2003 Scent: A Method Employing Scenarios to Systematically Derive Test Cases for System Test Ryser and Glinz (2003)
2003 What Is Requirements-Based Testing? Mogyorodi (2001, 2002, 2003)
2003 Statistical Usage Testing Based on UML Huebner et al. (2003), Riebisch et al. (2002)
2003 Traceability from Use Cases to Test Cases Zielczynski (2006)
2004 RETNA: From Requirements to Testing in Natural Way Boddu et al. (2004)
2004 PLUTO: A Test Methodology for Product Families Bertolino and Gnesi (2004)
2004 A UML-based Test Generation and Execution Ruder (2004)
2006 Automatic Test Generation: A Use Case Driven Approach Nebut and Fleurey (2003), Nebut et al. (2006)
2007 An Automatic Tool for Generating Test Cases from the System’s Requirements Ibrahim et al. (2007), Ismail et al. (2007)
2008 REED. Requirement Editor Oh et al. (2008)
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A2007 Test Cases Generation from Use Cases
2009 Software Product Line Testing
2009 Bridging Test and Model-driven Approaches in Web Engineeri
resents an overview to quantify the degree ofmaturity, systemati-
ation and automation of the existing works about the generation
f functional test cases from functional requirements described in
atural languages or, at least, in an informal language. In the litera-
ure, there are several approaches like (Liu andYuting, 2008; Stocks
nd Carrington, 1996) or (TerMaat, 2001) that offer suitable results
n the systematic generation of test cases. Still, they start with a
ormal deﬁnition of the requirements by using formal speciﬁca-
ion. The use of formal languages to deﬁne requirements probably
rovides the best solutions for both, test generation and require-
ents validation in general, as it is concluded in Ryser and Glinz
1999). Nevertheless, they are difﬁcult to apply in the enterprise
nvironment (Insfrán et al., 2002). For these reason, the study only
onsiders approaches based on functional requirements described
n natural or informal language.
Survey generation has been driven by using the guide proposed
n SEG (2007). This process consists in three main activities:
. Planning. In this phase, the survey is planned and delimited and
a speciﬁc protocol to set it up must be deﬁned. Both, the aims
of the survey and the environment and sources to identify the
approach of study, must be clearly and completely deﬁned.
. Conducting the review. In this phase, after the initial constraints
have already been speciﬁed, the subject of study must be identi-
ﬁedandreviewedwithdifferent sources. Then, the setof relevant
approaches to be analyzed is detected. SEG (2007) proposes to
establish a common characterization criterion to deﬁne each
approach before the comparative study is carried out. It enables
to obtain a uniform deﬁnition of each approach that may facili-
tate the comparative study.
. Reporting the review. Finally, once the approaches have been
studied and the research situation has already been analyzed,
the process concludes with a report on the results of the review.
In fact, this paper represents the result of our review. Previous
phases were executed before writing this paper, as referenced in
it.In order to present the overview results, this paper is organized
s follows: Section 2 introduces other related surveys about the
est cases generation from functional requirements and Section 3
escribes the method used to select approaches in the study, and itGutiérrez et al. (2008a,b)
Pérez et al. (2009)
Robles et al. (2009)
also introduces a characterization schema to normalize the infor-
mation of each of the approaches found. This section involves the
ﬁrst and second phases of SEG.
In Section 4, bymeans of the characterization schema, the paper
sets out the characterization schema of the approaches analyzed in
this survey aswell as other related approaches. Fromthis global and
homogeneous view of every approach of study, Section 5 analyzes
the information obtained from the set of approaches and presents
some relevant studies. Finally, Section 6 states the conclusions and
ongoing work.
2. Related work
This paper is not the ﬁrst one dealing with this subject. There
are, at least, three previous comparative studies written with the
same aim than this one. In this section, three previous surveys are
related and related to this comparative study.
. The ﬁrst study presented by Ryser and Glinz (1999) introduce
a division and characterization of approaches for validating and
testing requirements. In the scopeof approaches for testing func-
tional requirements, this reference proposes a division among
approaches which work with informal requirements (deﬁned,
for example, as text templates), approaches working with semi-
formal requirements (deﬁned, for example, as state-machines)
and those which deals with formal requirements (deﬁned, for
example, with algebraic languages). Nevertheless, this paper
puts forward that functional requirements deﬁned in natural
language and with text templates are not valid for a process of
generating test cases.
B. The second study, developed by Denger and Medina (2003),
explains and analyzes 12 approaches for generating test cases
from functional requirements. In this comparative study, they
conclude that most of the analyzed approaches work with func-
tional requirements in natural language and the study, in turn,
reveals the low uniformity and lack of standards in this area.
C. The third survey was conducted by Gutiérrez et al. (2006) in a
previous research work. 8 out of 12 approaches are analyzed
in a different line from Denger and Medinaıˇs. Again, the main
conclusion is the lack of a common line and a global solution for
functional test cases generation.
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•Starting with these studies and with future work oriented
owards ﬁnding a suitable solution for test generation, the follow
p of this paper is an in-depth analysis of the present situation,
ocusing on approaches that describe requirements in an infor-
al way, and tries to formalize the comparative study by means
f characterization schemas (in the next section). It also enlarges
n new approaches not studied in any of the previous surveys and
ompares the results of these previous surveys.
. Planning and conducting the review
One of the most important tasks in carrying out a survey is to
learly delimit the scope of the approaches that are relevant for the
tudy. However, one problem is how to present each approach in
homogeneous way to be compared. As introduced, according to
EG (2007), the characteristics that approaches should fulﬁll must
e consistent with the thesis of this survey: generation of test cases
rom functional requirements described in informal language. Thus,
ollowing the terminology described in Brereton et al. (2007) for a
oncrete planning and development of our review, we deﬁne:
Context: The systematic, or even automatic generation of test
ases from functional requirements, could be a solution to improve
he test phase and reduce its cost. There are several approaches
hat offer different solutions in this area, so a critical overview will
e introduced in order to quantify the degree of maturity, system-
tization and automation of the existing works about generation
f functional test cases from functional requirements. This study
ill focus on approaches that deal with requirements described in
nformal languages since a previous comparative study, introduced
n Section 2, concludes that the formal description of functional
equirementsmakes easier test cases generation.Nevertheless, this
otation is not commonly used in the enterprise environment. We
ant to analyze approaches that deﬁne functional requirements
n informal languages, like scenarios, patterns, etc., but are widely
sed in real projects.
Thus, approaches presented in our study must conform to our
esearch line of argumentation
. The generation process must start from the functional speciﬁca-
tion of the tested system.
. The functional speciﬁcation must be written in non-formal lan-
guages.
. The result must be system test cases.
The relevant approaches for this survey are those that start from
he functional speciﬁcation of the system, should be expressed in
he form of functional requirement, use case or usage scenarios
nd are written in a natural language or similar. There are no con-
traints on either the structure or size of the approaches. In the
urvey, the only approaches that are included are the ones which
escribe how to obtain functional system test cases. This means
hat generated test cases allow verifying the right implementation
f the functional speciﬁcation in the tested system. Following these
riteria, if an approach does not follow these constraints will not
e included in the survey. In Section 4.14, an overview of some
xcluded approaches is presented and reasons for their exclusion
re analyzed.
Objectives:After deﬁning the context, the objectives of this study
re listed and grouped attending to four points:
Identify the solutions that have been proposed to address the
systematic or automatic generation of functional test cases from
functional requirements described in informal languages.
Analyze, with a set of indicators, if they offer a suitable solution
for real projects and improve the test phase with the reduc-tion of cost and time and the coverage increase of functional
test.
• Identify the gaps in current research.
• Propose future works about the automatic generation of func-
tional test cases from functional requirements.
Methods: The search strategy for the review consists in three
main stages:
• Find published surveys similar to the one used in this paper. Con-
sequently, three previous surveys were found. The search started
with approaches included in these papers and the analysis of
those which covered the constraints deﬁned.
• Design a Web-search to ﬁnd other relevant and new approaches.
Several sets of keywords were used by combining the start and
end artifacts. Some examples are: “test, case, generation, require-
ment”, “test case, use case”, “system test case approach”, etc.
These sets were used both in speciﬁc and general search engines
such as Google, Google Scholar, Scopus, EI Compendex, ISI Web
of Knowledge, IEEEXplore, ACM Digital Library and CiteSeerX.
• Look into references of papers included in previous reviews.
Results: The ﬁnal result of searching approaches (including all
the references from previous surveys and new approaches found)
was grouped in 24 approaches which are presented in Table 1.
This table includes 11 approaches (in grayed way) which have
a little mismatch with the characteristics set up in the survey.
When looking for related works, it is realized that there are some
approaches which set out similar ideas to other approaches with-
out introducing a new idea of valuable content. These approaches
are not included in the characterization study of Section 4, although
the reasons for not analyzing them are speciﬁcally mentioned.
In the sameway, someof the approaches included inDenger and
Medina (2003), Gutiérrez et al. (2006) do not appear in this survey,
either. Firstly, despite the reference it has been impossible to ﬁnd
a copy of some approaches included in Denger and Medina (2003),
even asking their authors for them. In addition, some of them are
no longermaintained. Secondly, there are some approaches in both
surveys that do not match the criteria deﬁned at the beginning of
this section. For example, some approaches deﬁne test cases at
a different level of detail than system test level, or some others
use formal techniques to deﬁne requirements instead of natural
languages.
3.1. A characterization schema
Although the approaches shown in Table 1 are described sepa-
rately and offer a different level of depiction, they are, still, deﬁned
within the same context. In line with the deﬁnition of characteri-
zation schema, our next step in presenting the survey is to deﬁne a
common pattern to depict in each approach. This schema enables
the storage of information of every approach in a common pattern
in order to make the comparison among them easier. This charac-
terization schema solves the questions proposed in the survey in
order to answer themain question of this research study: is it possi-
ble theautomatic generationof test cases from functional requirements
described in an informal way? These questions are
• Q1:Which are themain characteristics of the approach?Wewant
to know if the approach offers a global vision in the survey, which
its inputs are, how requirements are deﬁned, etc.
• Q2: Does it offer suitable tools for support? Suitable tools for
supporting the development are essential to demonstrate a real
generation of test cases from functional requirements.
• Q3: How are test cases obtained? It is necessary to evaluate how
test cases are obtained and presented as a result.
Table 2
Characterization Schema for approach description in the survey.
Elements Attributes Dominion
Technique Inputs {String+}
Format of the inputs {no, *}
Coverage criterion *
Notation *
Systematization degree {High, Medium, Low}
Test values deﬁnition {Yes, no}
Tool Tool name *
License *
Available {Yes, no}
Automation degree {total, partial}
Environment *
Test case Amount of test cases generated *
Format of test cases generated *
Beneﬁts *
Problems *
Documentation References to projects {Yes, no}
Format {Paper, short paper,
inner report, book
chapter}, {journal,
proceedings, journal,
book}
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References {String+}
Q4: Is the approach well-documented? Sometimes it is impos-
sible to apply an appropriate approach because it is not
well-documented.
Several indicators are selected to answer every question in each
pproach. They are described in Table 2 and the next paragraphs.
revious works, such as Denger and Medina (2003), Gutiérrez et al.
2006) (cited in Section 2), have been used as worthy sources of
nformation to deﬁne elements, attributes and dominions of this
haracterization schema. The study of testing techniques cited in
egas et al. (2009) has also been used as an additional source of
nformation about characterization schemas.
In Table 2, each attribute is formalized by deﬁning either the set
f possible values (domain) or, in other cases, their format.Domains
ave been determined through a simpliﬁed and auto-explicative
otation for regular expressions. Sometimes, it is necessary to allow
free text as a value for an attribute.
To delimit a domain for some ﬁelds has been an impossible task,
ue to the fact that they present a wide disparity of values. These
ttributes are marked with an “*” in Table 2. Domains between
eys “{...}” deﬁne a set of options for the value of the attribute.
here are some exceptions in the attributes Inputs and References.
oth attributes are described with a list of strings. The domain for
he attribute size is a number instead of a text string (as indicated
n the table). Next paragraph provides a further description of the
ttributes in Table 2.
As seen in the preceding section and taking into consideration
able 2 above, we now turn to the depiction of each attribute and
heir corresponding elements. Firstly,we look at the Technique ele-
ent which describes the test cases generation process which, in
urn, answers to question Q1 and is composed of:
Input. It offers the information needed for the process of gener-
ating test cases. Its domain consists in a list of strings with the
needed artifacts.
Format of the input. It determines how the input informationmust
be deﬁned. Its domain consists in a string which describes this
format.
Coverage criterion. It explains which is the testing technique used
for generating test cases and so on, when the generation process
is ﬁnished. This technique is highly based on the deﬁnition of
the input requirements, for example, if one functional require-ment is deﬁned as a state-chart, the coverage criterion may be
covering all states or all transitions, but, if the functional require-
ment is deﬁned as natural text, the coverage criterion may be
encompassing all the possible scenarios.
• Notation. It analyzes the format used during the generation pro-
cess such as state-machines or UML activity diagrams.
• Systematization degree. Itmeasures the degree of formalismwhen
deﬁning the transformationprocess. Thus, a high systematization
degreewill allow theprocess tobeapplied as appeared in thedoc-
umentation. However, a medium and, even, a low automation
degree will imply that additional support and human personal
decisions are needed in the process. Systematization degree also
affects the repeatability of the process. A lowdegree implies a rel-
evant human support. For this reason, two different persons may
obtain different results from the same functional requirement.
• Test values deﬁnition. It describes if the information required for
the test case is widely indicated by the approach.
The second group of indicators oriented to answer question
Q2 is Tool. The Tool ﬁeld group attributes indicate the degree of
tool development to support each approach. For this reason, these
attributes have only been evaluated in the approaches which cite
or deﬁne a tool. They are as follows:
• Tool name. It describes the name of the tool and is a free ﬁeld.
• Licenses. It puts forward information about tool licenses policies.
• Availability. It indicates the possibility of obtaining a copy of the
tool from either the Web or the author.
• Automation degree. It measures the part of the process that has
been implemented in the tool. That is, if the whole process has
been implemented in the supporting tool or only a piece of the
process is executed automatically.
• Environment. It describes the execution environment of the tool:
operative system, libraries, etc.
Attributes grouped in Test Case describe the results obtained
after applying the generation process. They try to answer Q3 and
consist of the following:
• Amount of test cases generated. It offers a reference to the amount
of test cases generated by the approach, depending on the used
technique.
• Format of test cases generated. It indicates how the test cases are
deﬁned.
• Beneﬁts. It studies the advantages detected in the generation pro-
cess according to our own experience.
• Problems. Itdescribes themost important disadvantages detected
in our evaluation.
Finally, attributes for the element Documentation, which
answers to question Q4, describe the documentation found about
every approach. They are as follows:
• References to projects. It indicates if the documentation includes
either references to real projects or empirical experiences, in
cases where the approach was used.
• Format. It describes the format of the available documentation for
the approach.
• Size. It analyzes the amount of documentation measured by the
number of pages about the approach.
• References. It lists the most relevant references about each
approach.As it was the aim of this section, with this pattern we offer a
homogeneous way to describe the approaches of study. The evalu-
ationof these fourelementsand their speciﬁcattributesoffer awide
Table 3
Characterization Schema for the Approach “Software Requirements and Acceptance
Testing”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirements
Format of the inputs Scenario tree (as described in Hsia
(1994))
Coverage criterion State coverage in a state-machine
Notation Scenario tree and state-machines, both
with their own notation described in
the references
Systematization degree High
Test values deﬁnition No
Tool name Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Proportional to the number of states in
the state-machine
Format of test cases generated Transitions in the state-machine
Beneﬁts None in particular or none
speciﬁcally
Problems No reference to real projects
This approach uses its own notations
instead of standard (or widely used)
notations
No reference about automation
issues
References to projects No
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Table 4
Characterization Schema for the approach “Testing Object-Oriented Systems”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirement
Format of the inputs Templates (the structure of the
template is not deﬁned in the
approach)
Coverage criterion All combinations for the operational
variables deﬁned
Notation Tabular text
Systematization degree Low
Test values deﬁnition Yes
Tool name Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Satisfactions of a coverage degree
Format of test cases generated Description of the values for
operational variables
Beneﬁts This approach offers a clear
reference of the starting date of the
testing process
This approach includes a reference to
the IEEE982.1 standard as a way of
measuring the coverage of the
generated test cases
Problems The approach describes which
information must appear in an
extended requirement, although it
does not describe any template for the
requirements
The approach is fully based on
natural language, what makes its
automation highly difﬁcult
The approach does not include
references to real applications
References to projects No
Format Book
Size 9 pagesFormat Paper
Size 2 papers, 53 total pages
References (Hsia, 1994; Hsia, 1997)
ision of each approach, essential for the conclusions presented at
he end of the paper.
. Characterization of approaches
Based on the characterization schema presented in Table 2, this
ectionprovides an instance of this schema for each approachnum-
ered in Table 1. At the same time, each approach is presented
ith its most relevant references and a global description which is
ompleted with its characterization in the common schema.
Nevertheless, a set of approaches of study numbered in Table 1
s not characterized in detail in this section, either because they do
ot include anynewprocess or idea comparing themwith the set of
pproaches characterized in next paragraphs or because they are
ot completely focused on the line of the paper. They are brieﬂy
resented at the end of this section.
.1. Software requirements and acceptance testing
The approach for Software Requirements and Acceptance Test-
ng, presented in Hsia (1994, 1997), focuses on the generation of
cceptance test cases.
However, the scope of this acceptance test case is the same
han the scope of functional system test case deﬁned in previous
ections, thus it was included in the survey.
The approach is divided into two parts: the ﬁrst one describes
requirement elicitation process, mainly focused on functional
equirements elicitation, with a speciﬁc model introduced by the
pproach based on Scenario tree. They are the input for the sec-
nd part which describes the generation of test cases from these
equirements. Table 3 shows the characterization schema for this
pproach.
.2. Testing object-oriented systemsThe approach presented in Binder (1999) adapts the Category-
artitionMethod (Ostrand and Balcer, 1988) to a use case in natural
anguage context. The starting point is the group of functionalReferences Binder (1999)
requirements written in natural language extended with oper-
ational variables. In this approach, an operational variable is a
synonym of a category. For this reason, an operational variable is
a variable factor whose value determines which scenario of a use
casewill be exercised in eachmoment. For example, if there is a use
case with two scenarios for valid and invalid data, it is represented
as an operational variable. At the end of the process, a table with
all test cases for testing and operational variables is obtained.
Table 4 represents the characterization schema for this
approach.
4.3. Automated test case generation from dynamic models
This approach, previously explained in Fröhlich and Link (1999,
2000), is divided into two blocks:
a. The ﬁrst block describes how to translate a functional require-
ment in natural language into a state-chart diagram.
b. The second block describes how to generate a set of functional
test cases from that state-chart diagram.
This second block is based on the language for problems plan-
ning called STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971). The state-chart is
translated into STRIPS operations, which change in the state of the
system, and test cases are automatically generated from a plan-
ning tool, which supports STRIPS language. Table 5 displays the
characterization schema for this approach.
Table 5
Characterization Schema for the approach “Automated Test Case Generation from
Dynamic Models”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirements
Format of the inputs Template (this approach does not
include the structure of the template,
however, it suggests to follow the
structure introduced in Cockburn
(2000))
Coverage criterion All states or all transitions
Notation UML state diagram
Systematizations degree High
Test values deﬁnition No
Tool name Any tool supporting STRIPS language
Amount of test cases generated It depends on the coverage criterion
chosen
Format of test cases generated Test cases are deﬁned with pre and
post-conditions and sequence of
transitions
Beneﬁts This process may be applied with the
help of any tool supporting STRIPS
It includes a guide on how to
measure the coverage of the selected
test cases
The generation of the activity
diagram is described in a very
systematic way
Problems The approach indicates how to
manage related functional
requirements. Nevertheless, this fact
implies creating state machines with
states which are, in turn, other state
machines and this fact raises up the
complexity
Although it is a very systematic
process, the state-machine is not
automatically generated and must be
performed by hand
The translation from the state-chart
into STRIPs operation is not automatic.
It is not fully systematic due to the
approach that allows the user to
include supplementary operations,
such as the ones related to test values
References to projects No
Format Paper
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Table 6
Characterization Schema for the approach “Testing from Use Cases using Path Anal-
ysis Techniques”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirements
Format of the inputs Template. This approach does not
indicate any format
Coverage criterion All paths from a ﬂow diagram
Notation Own notation for ﬂow diagrams
Systematization degree Low
Test values deﬁnition No (it is cited in the approach, but it
does not describe how to manage tests
values)
Tool name Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Number of different paths from the
ﬂow diagram
Format of test cases generated Descriptions of the steps from the test
case
Beneﬁts It offers a guide on how to measure
paths and how to detect low-value
path that may be omitted
Includes a step-by-step example
Problems Many parts of the process are
performed using natural language,
what makes its automation highly
difﬁcult
The approach does not indicate how
to generate test cases from
requirements that depend on other
requirements
It does not indicate how to select and
quantify the attributes used for
measuring the relevance of a path
References to projects No
Format PaperSize 2 papers, 40 total pages
References Fröhlich and Link (1999, 2000)
.4. Testing from use cases using path analysis technique
The starting point of this approach, proposed by Naresh (2002),
s a functional requirement written in natural language and for-
atted in tabular text. However, this approach does not indicate
template format or rules to deﬁne functional requirements,
lthough ituses anad-hocexample. In itsdevelopmentprocess, this
pproach translates a functional requirement into a ﬂow diagram
nd performs a path coverage technique to generate test cases. The
esult of this process is a table with all the possible paths of execu-
ion extracted from the diagramand expressed in natural language.
able 6 shows the characterization schema for this approach.
.5. Generating test cases from use cases
This process, proposed byHeumann (2002), beginswith the def-
nition of functional requirements without deﬁning any speciﬁc
odel to describe them. Nonetheless, the approach lists the mini-
um elements necessary for a functional requirement to perform
he generation process. The result of this approach is a table with
he system test cases represented as usage scenarios also in nat-Size 1 Paper, 20 total pages
References Naresh (2002)
ural language. Table 7 shows the characterization schema for this
approach.
4.6. Quality web systems
As previous approaches, Dustin (2002) starts the process
with the requirement elicitation process that includes functional
requirements and some others like feasibility or accessibility
requirements. Due to the fact that this approach focuses on Web
systems, its process may be easily applied to other types of sys-
tems. As described in the approach, it sets out from the functional
requirements written in some speciﬁc templates. The results are
system functional test cases deﬁned in natural language by using a
template also speciﬁed in the proposal. Table 8 presents its charac-
terization schema.
4.7. Scenario-based validation and test of software
SCENT (Ryser and Glinz, 2003) is a scenario-based approach to
elicit, validate and verify functional requirements. It also includes a
process for generating test cases from the scenarios. For this reason,
this approach may be divided into two blocks:
a. The ﬁrst one describes how to create and deﬁne scenarios.
b. The second block explains how to generate test cases.The generation approach starts from a set of use case scenarios
deﬁned innatural languagebyusinga speciﬁc templateproposed in
the approach. The results are a set of test cases to validate scenarios
deﬁned in tables and in natural language.
Table 7
Characterization Schema for the approach “Generating test cases from use cases”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirement
Format of the inputs Text template
Coverage criterion All scenarios
Notation Ad-Hoc
Systematization degree Low
Test values deﬁnition No
Tool name Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Number of scenarios from the
functional requirement
Format of test cases generated Textual descriptions of the steps of a
test case
Beneﬁts None speciﬁcally
Problems It is an approach designed to treat
the functional requirements
independently. It cannot offer
dependencies among functional
requirements
It is very difﬁcult to automate
because it is based on natural language
To identify all its possible
combinations may result a hard task in
cases of complex functional
requirements
References to projects No
Format Paper
Size 1 document, 10 pages
References Heumann (2002)
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Table 9
Characterization Schema for the approach “SCENT”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirements deﬁned as
scenarios according to Ryser and Glinz
(2003)
Format of the inputs Scenarios templates
Coverage criterion Each node and transition
Notation State diagrams and dependency
diagrams with its own notation
Systematization degree Low
Test values deﬁnition No
Tool name Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Alternative states of a scenario
Format of test cases generated They are rows in a table
Beneﬁts It offers practical examples and
enterprise applications
It enables the veriﬁcation of the
behavior of a functional requirement
including its dependencies with other
functional requirements
Problems Although the approach offers a
complete deﬁnition of scenarios, test
generation description is not
sufﬁciently detailed
SCENT deﬁnes some steps in a very
informal way without speciﬁc
guidelines to apply them. It is quite
negative for automatic generation
Although it can be automatic, several
elements depend on engineers’
experiences and decisions and require
a manual process
References to projects Yes. Itschner et al. (1998)
Format Paper
Size 2 documents, 123 pages and a speciﬁcThis approach is illustrated with a real application in
wo real projects which are documented in Itschner et al.
1998). Table 9 represents the characterization schema for this
pproach.able 8
haracterization Schema for the approach “Quality Web Systems”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirements
Format of the inputs Own templates deﬁned by the
approach
Coverage criterion It is a heuristic criteria, an engineer
should value if there are enough
scenarios and test values
Notation No
Systematization degree Medium
Test values deﬁnition Yes
Tool name Unknown
Amount of test cases generated It depends on the number of scenarios
and test values available
Format of test cases generated Test cases are deﬁned as a text pattern
Beneﬁts It proposes a speciﬁc template for
test cases
There is no direct correspondence
between a test pattern and a functional
requirement. The same test pattern can
include a test case referenced to
several use cases
Problems The approach is based on its own
deﬁnition of functional requirements.
It can only be applied if requirements
are grouped according to the approach
References to projects No
Format Section in a book chapter
Size 13 pages
References Dustin (2002)document with practical examples
References Ryser and Glinz (2003)
4.8. Requirement-based testing
This approach, whose characterization schema is presented in
Table 10, was proposed by Mogyorodi (2003) and it is also divided
into two parts with 12 steps. The ﬁrst part (steps from 1 to 4)
starts with the formal revision of a set of requirements described
in natural language. This revision is executed by a set of experts
who check if requirements agree with general objectives. The sec-
ond one explains how to generate test cases; all requirements are
described with a cause–effect diagram and test cases are generated
from this diagram (steps 5 and 6). A detailed example is presented
in Mogyorodi (2001), although this paper does not offer a speciﬁc
description about the automation of the processes, which depends
on the expert’s experience. These diagrams are translated into a
decision table with different combinations which are mixed to
select each test case. Later on, from steps 7 to 12, they are reviewed
and checkedwith users. This approach neither deﬁnes nor cites any
format for the input functional requirements. It results in a set of
functional test cases in natural language. A test case is composed
of a set of causes and its subsequent effects.
This approach offers a tool named CaliberRBT, although it is not
available for downloaded.
4.9. Traceability from use cases to test cases
This approach, proposed by IBM, is not in fact an approach. This
paper presents a tool, named IBM Rational RequisitePro, which
deﬁnes a set of functional requirements, presented as use cases
anddescribed bymeans of activity diagrams andnatural languages.
This tool alsodeﬁnes test cases andoffers a set of traceabilitymatrix
Table 10
Characterization Schema for the approach “Requirements-based testing”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional Requirements in natural
language
Format of the inputs No
Coverage criterion Other (coverage of a cause/effect
diagram)
Notation Cause/effect diagram
Systematization degree Medium
Test values deﬁnition No
Tool name CaliberRBT
License Proprietary
Availability No
Automation degree Partial
Environment Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Unknown
Format of test cases generated Natural language
Beneﬁts It offers a support tool
Problems This approach provides few details in
the generation process. Only 2 out of
the 12 steps of the process are related
with the generation
Its documentation is not speciﬁcally
explained and its steps are not
described in detail
There are not references to real
projects
There is no clear justiﬁcation about
the use of cause/effect diagrams,
because decision tables offer the same
information
The approach does not consider how
dependencies among functional
requirements must be treated
References to projects No, but it includes a detailed example
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Table 11
Characterization Schema for the approach “Traceability from Use Cases to Test
Cases”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional Requirements in
RequisitePro
Format of the inputs Scenarios in RequisitePro
Coverage criterion Coverage of Scenarios
Notation Activity diagrams
Systematization degree Low
Test values deﬁnition Yes
Tool name RequisitePro
License Proprietary
Availability No
Automation degree Partial
Environment Microsoft Windows Operating System
Amount of test cases generated Depends on the tester selection
Format of test cases generated Scenarios in RequisitePro
Beneﬁts It offers a support tool
It provides a commercial solution
used in companies
Problems It is not an approach
It is completely closed to
RequisitePro
The test case generation depends on
the tester and it is completely manual
References to projects No
Format Paper and handbooks of the tool
languageused forwriting format test speciﬁcations of the functions
of a software system. This language deﬁnes the Category-Partition
Method in Ostrand’s paper.
Table 12
Characterization Schema for the approach “RETNA”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Functional requirements described
with a single paragraph no longer than
399 characters
Format of the inputs No
Coverage criterion Scenarios (coverage of a state diagram)
Notation State-diagram (MONA notation)
Systematization degree High
Test values deﬁnition No
Tool name No (it is a set of scripts in different
languages that using different libraries
License Proprietary
Availability No
Automation degree Total
Environment Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Coverage criteria up in the state
diagram
Format of test cases generated It is not detailed in the approach
Beneﬁts The process to obtain a set of test
cases from functional requirements in
natural language is completely
automatic
Problems Obtained results are not detailed
enough and there are no examples on
how state diagrams are obtained
It is based on a natural language
analyzer, thus, it can only be used with
requirements written in EnglishFormat Paper
Size 3 work, 22 total pages
References Mogyorodi (2001, 2002, 2003)
o connect each scenario of a functional requirement with its test
ases. Despite the fact that it is not an approach (Zielczynski, 2006),
t was included on the paper because it offers a detailed explana-
ion about the deﬁnition of different scenarios from a use case. It
lso adds how to generate,manually, test cases from them. Table 11
resents its characterization schema.
.10. RETNA: from requirements to testing in natural way
The approach “RETNA”, proposed in Boddu et al. (2004), is
ivided into two blocks:
a. The ﬁrst block describes a natural language analyzer. This ana-
lyzer is used for the study of functional requirements written in
a paragraphno longer than 399 characters. After the analysis, the
process continues with the elaboration of a state machine which
is obtained in MONA language.
. The second block of the approach describes how to generate
functional test cases from the state machine. It introduces sev-
eral constraints with the natural language analyzer. In fact, no
tabular text or template may be used.
Table 12 presents its characterization schema.
.11. A UML-based test generation and executionOnceagain, this approachpresentedbyRuder (2004), startswith
unctional requirements written in natural language. The result is
set of functional test cases obtained from a coverage criterion
ased on combinations that support boolean propositions deﬁnedSize A 21-page paper and handbooks
References Zielczynski (2006)
in Test Speciﬁcation Language (TSL) (Balcer et al., 1990). TSL is aReferences to projects No
Format Paper
Size 9 pages
References Boddu et al. (2004)
Table 13
Characterization Schema for the approach “A UML-based test generation and
execution”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Requirements written in natural
language
Format of the inputs Functional requirements with tabular
structure
Coverage criterion Other (combination that support
boolean propositions deﬁned by TSL
Language)
Notation Activity diagrams described with
stereotypes, categories and partitions
Systematization degree Medium
Test values deﬁnition Yes
Tool name TDE-UML
License Proprietary
Availability No
Automation degree Medium
Environment Unknown
Amount of test cases generated Depends on different alternatives and
paths in the activity diagram
Format of test cases generated Paths and a set of partitions (they can
be deﬁned with a set of test scripts)
Beneﬁts The use of stereotypes permits to
add information to automate the test
generation process under UML rules
It groups two techniques to test
deﬁnition
Problems It focuses on graphical interfaces.
Consequently, it does not permit test
generation for other kind of external
interfaces of a system, for example,
two systems communication
It does not describe the in-depth
process of building activity diagrams
It does not clarify whether each
functional requirement needs an
activity diagram or only one activity
diagram is required for the whole
system
We could not ﬁnd an available
version of the tool to test it
References to projects No
Format Paper
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Table 14
Characterization Schema for the approach “An automatic tool for generation test
cases from the system’s requirements”.
Attributes Values
Inputs None. Requirements are deﬁned with
the own tool
Format of the inputs Not applicable
Coverage criterion A combination of main steps and
alternative steps
Notation UML functional requirements diagrams
like use cases, sequences diagrams and
tabular text
Systematization degree High
Test values deﬁnition No
Tool name GenTCase
License Unknown
Availability No
Automation degree Total
Environment Microsoft Windows Operating System
Amount of test cases generated Depends on alterative steps
Format of test cases generated Textual description of test steps
Beneﬁts A tool to support the process
Problems It does not offer a theoretical base,
the approach is the tool
It could be redundant because an
execution ﬂow and a sequence diagram
have to be deﬁned at the same time. In
references, the use of this sequence
diagram for test generation is not clear
References to projects No
Format 2 Papers
Size 20 Total pages
References Ibrahim et al. (2007), Ismail et al.Size 1 papers, 20 pages
References Ruder (2004)
The approach claims that these test cases may be executed in
ools that interact with graphical interfaces, which allows to auto-
ate test cases execution. They use a set of heterogeneous tools
nd scripts ad-hoc that are not now available on the Web. Some of
hem are: JTrek to test oracles deﬁnition, MONA languages and a
ool to translate formulae into state-machines.
Table 13 shows the characterization schema for this approach.
.12. An automatic tool for generating test cases from the
ystem’s requirements
One of the most relevant aspects of this approach included
n Ibrahim et al. (2007), Ismail et al. (2007) is that it introduces
tool, called GenTCase, for generating test cases automatically.
he process starts with the deﬁnition of use case diagram which
s supported by the tool. Every use case may be completed
ith some event ﬂow that contains a tabular description of
he steps of a use case in natural language, including precon-
itions, post-conditions, alternative steps and a UML sequence
iagram. After the analysis of different paths, the generation
esults in a text ﬁle with the generated test cases. Due to
he references found, the tool is described instead of the pro-
ess, thus it may be concluded that the process is the tool(2007)
in itself. Table 14 shows the characterization schema for this
approach.
4.13. Test cases generation from use cases
This approach represents in our study a general tendency to the
use ofmodels in the test phase. This tendency, namedmodel-based
testing (MBT) (Legeard and Model-based Testing:, 2010), has been
widely used in different areas of software testing. For instance,
the approach MODEST (Rutherford and Wolf, 2003) starts with a
domain model, described in XML, and generates a test code. Our
survey includes three approaches on MBT environment quite close
to the survey aims. Nevertheless, the only study in detail is the one
presented by Gutierrez et al.; the two left are described in the next
section.
Gutierrez et al.’s approach enriches the MBT with the use of
the model-driven paradigm for the systematic generation of test
cases from functional requirements represented as use cases. The
approach is based on the UML Testing proﬁle for this aim and is
supported by a set of tools. The metamodels used are described in
Gutiérrez et al. (2008a), but transformations are not included in
edited papers, with the exception of a part of them that appears in
Gutiérrezet al. (2008b).However, theapproach is included ina free-
available tool named NDT-Suite. NDT-Suite is a tool case designed
to support a methodology, named NDT (Navigational Development
Techniques) (Escalona andAragón, 2008),which is led toWebEngi-
neering. This methodology is being widely used in real projects.
Besides, the approach presents an automatic generation of test
cases from use cases described by means of scenarios or activ-
ity diagrams. In www.iwt2.org a video with its use is available to
download. Table 15 introduces its characterization schema.
Table 15
Characterization Schema for the approach “Test cases generation from use cases”.
Attributes Values
Inputs Requirements described either as a
speciﬁc linguistic pattern or an activity
diagram
Format of the inputs It offers its own linguistic patterns or a
speciﬁc extension of UML activity
diagrams to describe functional
requirements
Coverage criterion A combination of main steps and
alternative steps
Notation UML functional requirements diagrams
like use cases, sequences diagrams and
tabular text
Systematization degree High
Test values deﬁnition Yes
Tool name NDT-Suite
License Free, although the Website deﬁnes the
proﬁle over Enterprise Architect,
which is a non-free tool
Availability Yes
Automation degree Total
Environment Microsoft Windows Operating System
Amount of test cases generated Depends on alternative steps
Format of test cases generated Textual description of test steps or
graphical presentation as an UML
diagram
Beneﬁts It is a tool to support the process
It is used by several companies
It is integrated in a framework for
the development of Web systems
It offers a large number of examples,
videos, etc
Problems Transformations are not completely
published
Its documentation is mainly in
Spanish
Data to be put to the test must be
included manually
References to projects Yes
Format 2 Papers and a Website to support
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two parts:Size 12 Total pages
References Gutiérrez et al. (2008a,b)
.14. Other related approaches
As introduced at the beginning, there are several approaches
n Table 1 that are not described in detail in previous sections. It
ainly happened for two reasons:a. Ononehand, someapproaches
re either quite similar to the newest one or they are extended by
he newest approaches. This is the case of the following three:
First, the book Writing Effective Use Cases (Cockburn, 2000)
includes a chapter about generation of functional system test
cases from functional requirements. This chapter proposes iden-
tifying every possible scenario from the use case and using them
as test cases. This strategy is widely applied in the characterized
approaches (for example in Heumann (2002) and Naresh (2002))
and the inclusion of this approach does not offer any new visions
with regard to the newest one,which offers other new ideas apart
from the scenario identiﬁcation.
Second, the approach named in Table 1 as Test Cases Generation
from UML State Diagrams included in Kim et al. (1999) applied
ideas quite similar to other approaches in the survey. From state
diagrams, it generates a set of test cases that cover a set of paths
of the state diagram. There are some current approaches that also
offer this solution.
Finally, the work by Wood and Reis (Use Cased derived Test Cases)
(Wood and Reis, 2002) also sets out the same strategy to gen-erate test cases and, once again, it does not encompass more
information than other similar approaches.
b. On the other hand, another reason for not describing an approach
deeply is that it does not completely match with the aims of the
paper. Some of them are listed below:
• The Category-Partition Method (Ostrand and Balcer, 1988) does
not match with the aims of this paper, even though it was
included because several of the presented approaches (as it was
previously introduced in Section 4) use it for its generationmeth-
ods.
• The next approach chronologically presented is TOTEM (Labiche
and Briand, 2002) which is organized into two parts:
a. The ﬁrst part describes how to generate test cases with exercise
sequences of functional requirements by using parameters for
the functional requirements in a similar manner to Requirement
Based Contract.
b. The second part generates test cases for each functional require-
ment. However, this approach starts from UML sequence
diagrams instead of text templates.
• After TOTEM, thenext approach is deﬁned inRiebisch et al. (2002)
and Huebner et al. (2003) (Statistical Usage Testing Based on UML).
Both works describe a process to generate statistical test cases
from functional requirements deﬁned as tabular text. Although
statistical test cases may also be included in a system test level,
they are different from functional test cases. The main objective
of a statistical test case is not to identify the right implemen-
tation of a functional requirement, but to verify the feasibility
deﬁned in the requirements. The process begins with creating a
state-chart diagramannotating each transitionwith a percentage
that indicates the probability of execution of that transition. For
example, if an S state has two outcoming transitions, S1 with 30%
and S2 with 70%, this means that 3 out of 10 times that this state
is reached, the transition S1 will be ﬁred, and 7 out of 10 times,
the transition S2 will be ﬁred. Finally, test cases are deﬁned with
randompaths over the statemachine. According to this represen-
tative example, if 100 test cases are randomlygenerated, about 30
of them should execute the transition S1 and 70 of them should
execute the transition S2 approximately.
• The approach Product Lines Use case Test Optimization (PLUTO),
proposedby (Bertolino andGnesi, 2003) and (Hsia, 1994), sets out
a process to generate test cases for the functional requirements
of product lines. This approach starts with functional require-
ments for products lines as described in Bertolino (2002). The
notation for the functional requirements is the approach stated
in thebook (Cockburn, 2000)plusanewelement calledvariability
point, which describes the concrete characteristics of each prod-
uct in the family. The result of this approach is both, a set of test
cases common to all the products in the family and a different
set of test cases speciﬁc for each product in the family. These test
cases are described through templates in natural language and
deﬁned within the approach.
• PLUTO is another application of the Category-Partition Method,
similar to other characterized approaches like (Binder, 1999) in
Section 4.2. The main difference of PLUTO is that the categories
are the variability point of the product family.
• A quite younger approach considered in this list is Automatic Test
Generation: A Use Case Driven Approach, proposed by Nebut and
Fleurey (2003), Nebut et al. (2006). This approach is divided into1. The ﬁrst one describes how to extend the UML use cases with
contracts which are deﬁned in a logic propositional language
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Table 16
Test generation strategy in each approach.
Approach Category-
Partition
method
Scenario
Analysis
Software Requirements and
Acceptance Testing (1997)
1
Testing Object-Oriented Systems
(1999)
1
Automated Test Case Generation from
Dynamic Models (2000)
1
Testing From Use Cases Using Path
Analysis Technique (2002)
1
Generating Test Cases From Use Cases
(2002)
1
Quality Web Systems (2002) 1
SCENT (2003) 1
Requirement Based Testing (2003) 1
Traceability from Use Case to Test
Cases (2003)
1
RETNA (2004) 1
A UML Based Test Generation and
Execution (2004)
1 1
An Automatic Tool for Generating Test
Cases from the System’s Requirements
(2007)
1
Test Cases Generation from Use Cases 1Fig. 1. Systematization degree.
determined in the own approach. The language is used to deﬁne
preconditions, post-conditions and input parameters for the use
case.
. The secondpart describes theway togenerate test cases fromthe
extended UML use cases in an automatic way. Reference (Nebut
and Fleurey, 2003) describes the application of this approach
to product families and in Nebut et al. (2006) this approach is
extended to generate test cases based on the behavior of each
functional requirement.
It is similar to TOTEM because neither TOTEM nor Nebut’s
pproach include objectives oriented to test cases generation from
unctional requirements. Both generate test cases fromcorrect exe-
ution sequences in use cases, and, even though both of them are
nteresting, they are not close to the studied approaches.
Another relevant approach within this group is REED (Oh et al.,
2008)which generates test cases froma single requirement. Nev-
ertheless, it is not included on the paper because, in fact, it is
not an approach, but a tool to represent requirements in a spe-
ciﬁc notation and generate test case. The tool is close to this own
representation and it does not focus on functional requirements.
In the environment of themodel-driven testing, twoapproaches
ere referenced in Fig. 1, but they are not included in the paper
ither:
The ﬁrst one, by Pérez et al. (2009), is not widely described
because it completely focuses on product lines. It uses themodel-
driven paradigm for the systematic generation of test cases in
product lines described with a dynamic model. Despite the fact
that some ideas of the approach, like the systematic generation
of test cases, are closely linked to the ﬁnal goal of this paper, it is
not focused on functional requirements.
The second one, by Robles et al. (2009), is a model-driven
approach that begins with a set of requirements, described by
means of some mockups, generates user interfaces from them
and, simultaneously, a set of tests to prove them. The approach
uses XML to describe the system.
The use of the model-driven engineering in test generation is a
ew tendency that is solving the automatic, or, at least, systematic
eneration of test cases, as it is presented in ﬁnal conclusions.
. Analysis
With the previous overview of the state of art and with the
eﬁnition of the characterization schema for each approach, this
ection points out the level of maturity in the generation of system
est cases from functional requirements.
.1. Test generation strategyAﬁrst aspect to be taken into consideration to group approaches
hat may be extracted from the existing ones is the test generation
trategy. There are two clear strategies: scenario analysis and test(2007)
Total 12 2
value analysis. With a total of 13 characterized approaches, 11 of
them work with test value strategy, mainly based on the Category-
Partition method. There is only 1 that is dealing with scenario
analysis, and another one that supports both strategies. Table 16
provides that information.
As observed in the table, most of the approaches work with the
identiﬁcation of usage scenarios from a functional requirement.
This identiﬁcation may be performed either directly over the func-
tional requirement or by representing the functional requirement
on a diagram (for example a state-chart diagram) ﬁrstly and, then,
by using a coverage criterion over the diagram, like all states, all
transitions, etc. There are few of them that use the analysis of test
cases (based on the Category-Partition method, aforementioned).
Only one of the approaches (A UML Based test generation and Exe-
cution) uses both strategies.
5.2. The grade of systematization
Another relevant attribute is the systematization degree of the
approaches. Fig. 1 shows an abstract of the automation degree.
Functional requirements in natural languages are generic and
informal artifacts. However, Fig. 1 conﬁrms the possibility of devel-
oping a systematic and precise set of steps or tasks to generate
functional test cases. Speciﬁcally, ﬁve out of all the analyzed
approaches have become highly systematized. It may also be rel-
evant when comparing the degree of systematization with the
existence of a supporting tool for the approaches analyzed. Table 17
enumerates a list of the systematization degree and the inclu-
sion of a tool obtained from these ﬁelds in the characterization
schema.
As can be concluded, columns 2 and 3 are a mismatch within
Table 17. Some of the approaches with a high degree of systemati-
zation do not offer a tool support. They are analyzed with the next
factor.
It is important to stick out the lack of free and wide availability
of the supporting tools in general in the approaches, as it can be
deduced from their characterization tables. As aforementioned in
Section 5.3, this tendency of changing approaches oriented to MBT
was based on UML proﬁles. The use of UML-based tool is opening
Table 17
Systematization degree and tools.
Approach Systematization Tool
Software Requirements and
Acceptance Testing
High No
Testing Object-Oriented Systems Low No
Automated Test Case Generation from
Dynamic Models
High Yes (Partial)
Testing From Use Cases Using Path
Analysis Technique
Low No
Generating Test Cases From Use Cases Low No
Quality Web Systems Medium No
SCENT Low No
Requirement Based Testing Medium Yes (partial)
Traceability from Use Case to Test
Cases
Low Yes (partial)
RETNA High Yes (total)
A UML Based Test Generation and
Execution
Medium Yes (partial)
An Automatic Tool for Generating Test High Yes (total)
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Table 19
Notation used for formal models in requirements.
Approach Notation
Software Requirements and Acceptance
Testing
Tree scenarios
Automated Test Case Generation from
Dynamic Models
State diagrams
Testing From Use Cases Using Path Analysis
Technique
Execution ﬂow diagrams
SCENT State diagrams
Requirement Based Testing Cause/Effect diagrams
Traceability from Use Case to Test Cases Activity diagrams
RETNA State diagrams
A UML Based Test Generation and Execution Activity diagrams
An Automatic Tool for Generating Test Cases Sequence diagramsCases from the System’s Requirements
Test Cases Generation from Use Cases High Yes (total)
new path to offer suitable tools in order to support test cases
eﬁnition and connection.
.3. Functional requirements models
Closer to the systematization degree is the fact that some
pproaches work directly with functional requirement deﬁned
s use cases in natural language, but other approaches build a
ore formal model, as a ﬁrst phase for generating functional test
ases. A brief list on these approaches may be found in Table 18.
he ﬁrst row presents approaches that deal with requirements
n natural languages and the second one includes approaches
hat generate an intermediate model. This information is directly
btained from “format of the inputs” in the characterization
chema.
Looking at the previous table, it may be concluded that a high
umber of approaches develop a model instead of directly working
ith the functional requirements in natural language. Even more,
ll the approaches which have a high degree of systematization
Fig. 1) include a formalization of the requirements into some kind
f more formal model. As it has been checked in characterization
chemas, the step for generating a more formal model from a func-
ional requirement innatural textmayalsobedescribedwith ahigh
egree of systematization. As a complement to Table 18, Table 19
ists the notations and languages used in the analyzed approaches
or generating a more formal representation of the requirements.
his detail is not implicitly included in the characterization schema
ut it is mentioned in the description of each approach in the sur-
ey.
It may be observed that there is a wide range of notations. How-
ver, state-machines, activity diagramsandﬂowdiagramsarequite
imilar. In fact, the whole UML introduces the activity diagram as a
pecialization of a state-chart and they both share many elements
nd semantics. Thus, the state diagram notation is then the nota-
ion frequently used, since seven of the approaches make use of it
r of a similar one, for that matter. The three remaining approaches
able 18
he use of formal models for requirements in test generation process.
Totals
Approaches that deal with requirements without an
intermediate formal model
3
Approaches that deal with requirements of an
intermediate formal model
10from the System’s Requirements
Test Cases Generation from Use Cases Activity diagrams
use different notations systems among them and only one, out of
these three, uses a notation deﬁned by UML.
The tendency to the use of UMLdiagrams, like activity diagrams,
is increasing in the last years, due, mainly, to the use of model-
driven paradigm. The possibility of deﬁning proﬁles, like the UML-
Testing proﬁle, is making the new approach use formal extensions
of UML to deﬁne their solutions. For instance, the last approach
shown inTable19, deﬁnes anextensionofUML included in anUML-
based tool to support the development. Besides, the use of standard
models, like UML activity diagrams, assures that the approach will
be more understandable for the development team because they
are well-known by the software community.
5.4. Notation for functional requirements inputs and test cases
Another relevant aspect to consider is the disparity at the time
of deﬁning the functional requirements which are the source for
the generation process. Table 20 shows the analyzed approaches
and the notation used for the input requirements.
If the inputs (functional requirements) have a wide notation
variety in the analyzed approaches, the outputs (functional test
cases) are also deﬁned in a wide range of formats and notations.
Table 21 represents a brief summary on howeach approach deﬁnes
a functional system test case.
With regard to Table 21, it can be concluded that few of the
approaches deﬁne a test case as a set of test steps, plus their input
values and a set of constraints to validate the test case. This means
that an additional work to include all lost information into the test
cases is needed.
6. Conclusions and future work
This paper offers an overview about the situation of test cases
generation from functional requirements. It starts with the pro-
cedure deﬁned by SEG (2007) to follow a deﬁned process when
facing up this overview. This paper uses the terminology proposed
by Brereton et al. (2007) in order to specify the strategy used in the
development of the survey.
The research begins with the analysis of previous surveys and
comparatives studies as well as the deﬁnition of the scope of the
work.
After selecting the approaches of study, Table 2 represents
a characterization common schema to describe each of them.
The overview is presented with a brieﬂy introduction of every
approaches and their characterization schema samples. Section 5
puts forward a set of comparative analysis with relevant conclu-
sions about the present day situation.
A set of conclusions of this survey may be summarized from the
previous works analyzed in Section 2.
Table 20
Notation for functional requirements input.
Approach Tree Scenarios Test patterns Text without structure
Without speciﬁc notation With a speciﬁc notation Implemented on the tool
Software Requirements and
Acceptance Testing
X
Testing Object-Oriented Systems X
Automated Test Case Generation
from Dynamic Models
X
Testing From Use Cases by Using
Path Analysis Technique
X
Generating Test Cases From Use
Cases
X
Quality Web Systems X
SCENT X
Requirement Based Testing X
Traceability from Use Case to Test
Cases
X
RETNA X
A UML Based Test Generation and
Execution
X
An Automatic Tool for Generating
Test Cases from the System’s
X
t
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T
NRequirements
Test Cases Generation from Use
Cases
First, the conclusions fromDenger andMedina’s survey indicate
hat the authors of the approaches and processes do not follow any
tandards for the deﬁnition of templates (for functional require-
ents). On the contrary, each approach uses its own templates and
ormat. Therefore, this conclusion is still valid, as it was mentioned
n the previous section.
Another idea from Denger and Medina’s report is that none of
he approaches uses path analysis techniques and, as a previous
tep, the approaches build a more formal representation of the
unctional requirements. Once again, this conclusion is still appro-
riate.
According to Gutiérrez et al. (2006) one of the conclusions
rom the previous survey is that many of the existing approaches
ave to formalize the requirements as a ﬁrst step to generate
unctional test cases. Again, this conclusion is still valid. In fact,
his is a mandatory step in the approaches which offer a high
egree of systematization and have supporting tools. However,
t can be pointed out that some approaches, as it is presented in
utiérrez et al. (2008b) offer a systematic way or even automatic
ays (for instance with NDT-Suite) to generate more formal mod-
ls to automate the process. In this case, this is possible because,
lthough requirements are described in natural language, they are
etamodels and some transformations from this description per-
it to translate requirements in natural language into activity
iagrams.
able 21
otation for test case.
Approach
Software Requirements and Acceptance Testing
Testing Object-Oriented Systems
Automated Test Case Generation from Dynamic Models
Testing From Use Cases Using Path Analysis Technique
Generating Test Cases From Use Cases
Quality Web Systems
SCENT
Requirement Based Testing
Traceability from Use Case to Test Cases (2003)
RETNA
A UML Based Test Generation and Execution
An Automatic Tool for Generating Test Cases from the System’s Requirements
Test Cases Generation from Use CasesX X
As a conclusion, we can observe that three know surveys
have similar results. This state of the art indicates that, there
is not a deﬁnitive approach that closes the problem of generat-
ing functional text cases automatically in a satisfactory way. In
fact, it implies a lack of evolution among the existing approaches.
Thus, there are some aspects that may be improved, like the
use of standards for the inputs and outputs, the application of
the standards and more formal methods to describe the pro-
cess itself, the need for empirical results, the measurement
of the possible automation and a proﬁtable tool supporting,
etc.
One of the most recent ideas carried out in the last years by
several authors is the use of the model-driven paradigm (MDE) in
test generation (Brambilla et al., 2009; Hartman and Nagin, 2003).
MDE is a new paradigm that focuses on deﬁning a set of metamod-
els, which are instanced in the development process, and a set of
transformations among them. Consequently, in the last year, some
related works are emerging in this line. Thus, MDT (Model-Driven
Testing) is providing important results in the research (Heckel and
Lohmann, 2003; Kuliamin et al., 2003).
When reviewing the literature about MDT as a solution for our
research question, we found a high number of papers, nevertheless
only one is included with a detailed description and two others
are brieﬂy mentioned. The reason is that, despite the high number
of MDT approaches, they do not match with the aim of the sur-
Test case notation
Path in a state diagram
Rows in a table (a set of values in operational variables)
Transition Sequence
Flow diagram paths
Text patterns
Text patterns
Path in a state diagram
Natural language
Path in a state diagram
Path in a state diagram
Path in a activity diagram
Text patterns
Text patterns
v
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Gey. Thus, we only include several general references in this area
ecause they are offering quite suitable results.
In fact, an added conclusion of the survey that guides to future
orks is the use of this paradigm when improving test phase. As
ommented in Section 5.3, this paradigm could also be useful in the
overage of other aspect that need to be improved; the deﬁnition
f tools in order to support the application of each method.
Finally, we highly recommend as a basic need for future works
he real application of the approaches. There are very few practical
eferences, thus, a ﬁnal feeling could be that, in the research area,
e are promoting new advances in the improvement of testing
ut, are we sure that they are useful in the enterprise environ-
ent? If we try to apply some of the approaches presented in this
aper, mainly those that do not offer any tool support, we could
onclude that it is impossible when we have a high number of
unctional requirements, which is the most common situation in
he enterprise environment.
Research groups must direct their approach to the enterprise in
rder to offer a suitable answer to test software.
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